WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED,

24/7 ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD

ABOUT PRO LIQUID
Pro Liquid is a one-stop liquid cargo handling service provider
specialising in the maritime and petrochemical industry. We
offer 24/7 worldwide solutions such as liquid transfer services,
salvage support, ship-to-ship services and expediting & loss
control, as well as rental and sale of equipment.
With more than 30 years of experience in the industry, we
have grown to become one of the world’s leading companies
in providing reliable liquid cargo handling solutions. Backed
by a dedicated and passionate team, we provide advice,
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assistance and solutions to help our clients overcome any
challenges before, during and after the transfer of any types
of liquid.
And with our commitment to our clients, we have firmly
established ourselves as the preferred choice for ship agents,
ship owners, ship managers, charterers and ship operators as
well as tank storage terminals and refineries, shipyards and
offshore oil field operators all over the world.

THE PRO LIQUID DIFFERENCE
AT YOUR SERVICE, 24/7

SPEEDY, RELIABLE SERVICE

We know you need to be prepared for any eventuality. That
is why our teams are always on standby, ready to step in. By
providing you with assistance whenever you need it, we make
your problems ours.

In our industry, time is money and every second counts. That
is why we pride ourselves on getting your operations up and
running in the shortest time possible. By minimising downtime,
we save you time and, in turn, money.

WORLDWIDE SUPPORT

QHSE

With our bases in Rotterdam, Singapore, Houston and
Durban, as well as other strategic service hubs around the
globe, we ensure that we are always there to help anytime,
anywhere in the world.

We are committed to protecting the integrity of our
planet and the health of our people. That is why we go to
great lengths to ensure that all our services are delivered
according to the highest safety and quality standards, with
minimum impact on the environment. We are, therefore,
not only accredited by each country’s respective QHSE
organisation, but are also internationally ISO 9001 and ISO
140001 certified.

ONE-STOP LIQUID CARGO SOLUTION PROVIDER
With services ranging from liquid transfer services to rental
and sale of hoses, fenders and reducers, we are well placed
to meet your requirements. From the smallest rental item to
the total management of your liquid cargo handling project,
we have you covered.

WHY US
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STELLAR SERVICE,

ANYTIME,
ANYWHERE

LIQUID TRANSFER
SERVICES
We are one of the world’s leading companies in liquid
transfer services and portable pumping equipment.
At Pro Liquid, we are experts when it comes to liquid cargo. Over
the years, we have provided the safe and reliable transfer of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bunker fuels
Edible oils
Vegetable oils and used vegetable oils (including UCO flexitank handling)
Biofuels & Oleochemicals
Oil & Petrochemicals (including inerting of holding tanks)
Liquefied Natural Gas & Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Chemicals
Lube oils
Cargo with high viscosity and/or pour point (including (re)
heating)

All our liquid transfer services are conducted using Pro Liquid
pumps. These hydraulically powered, lightweight pumps are
built to deliver high-capacity flow and pressure, making them
perfect for use in challenging operations across a wide range
of industries.
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Whether you need help handling your cargo, fuel or ballast water
on board your vessels, or are looking to transfer industrial and
petrochemical liquids onshore, Pro Liquid has you covered.

CASE STUDY

PRO LIQUID PERFORMS SUCCESSFUL OFFLOADING
WITH HYDRAULICALLY POWERED PUMPS
CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

A chemical tanker was loaded with styrene monomer for
shipment. However, an incorrect inhibitor caused the cargo
to polymerise and reach a viscosity of close to 100,000 cSt,
making it extremely difficult to pump out using standard
pumping solutions. In order to complete the shipment, the
owner needed a way to offload the cargo.

To tackle the problem, our team explored different ways of
offloading the cargo, taking into consideration the viscosity
as well as the chemical properties of the styrene monomer.
We also discussed the type of pump to be used and the flow
rate needed. After much deliberation, we came up with a
one-of-a-kind, innovative pumping solution that would enable
us to achieve an optimal flow rate. Using an intrinsically safe
Pro Liquid diesel hydraulic powerpack to drive the pumps,
we successfully discharged 150 metric tonnes of polymerised
styrene monomer with a viscosity of 90,000 cSt at a steady
flow rate.

RESULT
OTHER NOTABLE PROJECTS
• Reheating of more than 50 containers with solidified used
cooking oil and subsequent transfer to an inland barge at
our own jetty in the port of Rotterdam.
• Discharging of at least 100,000 metric tonnes of molasses
per year worldwide using the lightweight Pro Liquid High
Viscosity Pump.
• Discharging of 35,000 metric tonnes of condensate slobs
from an FPSO that caught fire in Brazilian waters. After
the vessel was towed to Singapore for repairs, Pro Liquid
successfully executed the inerting, discharging and deballasting of the vessel in Karimun, Indonesia before she
entered the shipyard.

With the help of our team, the cargo was successfully
offloaded and delivered. The speed of the operation also
enabled us to deliver time and cost savings to the client.

• Project management of loading and subsequent
discharging of 40 metric tonnes of MEG from ISO tanks
onshore onto an offshore vessel.
• Continuous dewatering and desludging of several wateroil separation pits for an oil refinery in Brunei using various
types of Pro Liquid pumps.
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SALVAGE SUPPORT
SERVICES
We possess the salvage skills, equipment and
solutions for the transfer and recovery of all
types of liquid cargo.
Inaccessible locations. Extreme climates. Heavy oils with
ultra-high viscosities. These are the challenges faced during
salvage operations on land or at sea. On top of that, there is
the potential problem of spills, which not only cause serious
environmental damage but are also expensive to clean up.
This is where Pro Liquid comes in.
Whether at shore installations or offshore, we provide
salvage support services to handle and recover any liquid
cargo, even in the harshest conditions. Using proven Pro
Liquid pumping equipment and our proprietary Pro Liquid
P.U.M.P.S® (Portable Ultra-viscous Marine-fuel Pumping
System), we safely, effectively and efficiently remove oil or
any other pollutants to protect you from potential financial,
economic and environmental liabilities.
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CASE STUDY

PRO LIQUID DELIVERS FAST, EFFICIENT AND SAFE
CARGO RECOVERY IN AID OF DISTRESSED TANKER
CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

A 38,000 DWT IMO II chemical tanker carrying methanol was
struck by lightning and engulfed by fire. The raging blaze and
the vessel’s volatile cargo formed a deadly combination that
could cause an explosion. To make matters worse, the tanker
was a mere 150 metres away from nearby methanol storage
tanks and was drifting towards them. If the flames from the
tanker ignited the storage tanks, it would result in massive
destruction of the surrounding area. Throughout the night,
offshore supply vessels tried dousing the fires with their water
cannons to little effect. To prevent another catastrophe from
happening after the fire was subdued, the cargo had to be
quickly and safely offloaded.

With the understanding that this was an emergency where
time was of the essence, Pro Liquid rapidly deployed a
team of trained personnel and supervisors to the distressed
vessel. Armed with emergency offloading equipment, such as
nitrogen generators, explosion-proof power packs, chemical
pumps, hoses and fenders, our team joined the crew in
battling the incident. With the fire subdued, we were able to
safely offload the tanker’s remaining cargo of methanol and
decontaminate the vessel.

RESULT
Thanks to the quick action of our team, we were able to
safely and efficiently prevent further spillage of chemicals
by offloading the remaining methanol from the tanker. As a
result, we reduced the losses sustained from the accident
and limited the severity of damage to the environment.

OTHER NOTABLE PROJECTS
• De-bunkering of HFO from a stranded bulk carrier in
the Philippines, successfully preventing chemicals from
leaking into the environment during a refloating operation.
• Emergency de-ballasting of a vessel with broken ballast
pumps. We discharged about 2,000 metric tonnes of
ballast water from five different tanks in just 12 hours at
an average discharge rate of over 300 m3/hr. The entire
operation, including mob and demob, was performed
within 36 hours of contact.
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EQUIPMENT SALES AND RENTAL
We carry a wide range of portable pumps,
powerpacks and other liquid cargo-related
equipment for sale and rent.
As leaders in liquid cargo handling, we know our equipment.
Over the years, we have designed, developed and built our
own line of products to meet the stringent capacity and quality
needs of our operations. Through continuous improvement,
we have extended our product lines from portable pumps
and powerpacks to include fire-fighting units and more.

Today, we offer a wide range of equipment for sale and
rent including:
•
•
•
•
•

Reducers
Liquid cargo hoses
Marine fenders
Thermal oil heaters
Intrinsically safe dieselhydraulic powerpacks
• Fire-fighting units
• Liquid cargo filters
• Steam boilers

• Portable heating coils
• STS equipment
• Hydraulic-driven
submersible portable
pumps
• Booster pumps
• Mobile inert gas (IG) units
• Mobile nitrogen gas (NG)
units

Our equipment has been thoroughly tested to last, even in
the harshest environments.
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SHIP-TO-SHIP (STS) TRANSFER SERVICES
Transferring cargo from ship to ship is a delicate process that requires a combination
of high-quality equipment and expert supervision.
At Pro Liquid, we have both. Our seamless, efficient and environment-friendly ship-to-ship (STS) transfer services
protect both your cargo and your reputation, thanks to the skilful handling and supervision of our world-class
equipment. Our expertise is evidenced by a strong track record of successful STS transfer operations worldwide.
We will work closely with you to review your operational requirements, aligning our processes to your needs, to offer
you a complete STS transfer solution offshore or in-port. Furthermore, with our in-house Mooring Masters (POACs)
and their comprehensive global experience of both commercial as well as emergency STS transfer operations, we
ensure that all our operations are conducted in line with all applicable industry standards.
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EXPEDITING AND LOSS CONTROL SERVICES
When it comes to your cargo, we take the load
off by ensuring your operations always meet
industry standards, by minimising the risk of
potential losses.

The transfer of liquid cargo needs to be an intelligently
planned, safe and cost-efficient operation. With our
expediting and loss control services, we help to ensure your
projects run smoothly, protecting both your interests and
capital investment by minimising the risk of potential losses
with adequate protection and assurance.
With many years of technical experience in the industry,
our expeditors maintain industry standards at all times,
closely monitoring every stage in the loading or discharging
process to ensure quality and quantity control procedures
are always followed.
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ONE-STOP PROVIDER,

HERE FOR YOU
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OUR SERVICES AT A GLANCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
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De-bunkering of (heavy) fuel oil
De-ballasting
Transfer of chemical products
Transfer of crude oil
Transfer of molasses and other edible oils
Cargo (re)heating

•
•
•
•
•
•

Inerting of cargo tanks
Rental of fenders, hoses and reducers
Rental of thermal oil heaters
Ship-to-Ship transfer
Salvage support
Expediting and loss control

LIVERPOOL

ROTTERDAM

ULSAN

MOTRIL
HOUSTON
DUBAI

CARIBBEAN

SINGAPORE

COLOMBIA

DURBAN
BUENOS
AIRES

CAPE
TOWN

WHERE WE ARE
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24/7
24/7 HOTLINE
HOTLINE
Europe
Europe & Americas
+31
10
310
+31 10 310 8888
8888
Americas
Asia
&
Australia
+1 346 340
0940
+65 6637 8148
Asia & Australia
+65 6637Africa
8148
+27 31 100 2369
Africa
Email: ops@pro-liquid.com
+27 31 100 2369
Email: ops@pro-liquid.com

www.pro-liquid.com

